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land, California, at Important Projects (2013) 
and n/a (2014), or their recent shows “Near Pas-
serine” at Pied-à-Terre in Ottsville, Pennsylvania 
(2015), and “Oscine” at Reserve Ames in Los 
Angeles (2016). Both Important Projects and 
n/a are apartment galleries that exist in liminal 
zones hovering between public and private. Pied-
à-Terre is located in a small red shack in the 
countryside far from an art world center, while 
Reserve Ames is an old wooden shed with weeds 
pushing through the cracks. 
Without the context of the traditional white 
cube, site is a key player in Mooney’s exhibi-
tions, emphasizing connections between space 
and body. “Near Passerine” consists of a single 
work that clings to the doorframe: a frosted glass 
form holding organic materials intersected by a 
silver-plated steel bar. The work resides on the 
edge of the structure, eschewing the impulse to 
fill the gallery space. At Reserve Ames, a dog 
whistle, which is designed to emit a high fre-
quency that humans cannot hear, is integrated 
into a work, and acoustics become an alternate 
approach to the exhibition. Passerine and os-
cine are terms for songbirds, alluding both to 
this imperceptible sound and to the idea that 
in nature, identity is always mutable. Mooney is 
influenced by Donna Haraway’s idea of abstrac-
tion as a tactic, and the objects here are a means 
of engaging with bodies in space.
Mooney’s subtle monochrome assemblages of 
manufactured elements and natural components 
are abstract sculptures that host a bevy of ref-
erences, creating complicated inter-subjective 
systems notable for their embrace of difference 
and diversity. They encourage the viewer to 
delve deep, exploring all possible meanings, 
intentional and otherwise.  

STRANGE YET FAMILIAR AMALGAMS 
RESEMBLE LIVING BEINGS  

WHILE SUGGESTING A COLD, 
MECHANICAL FUTURE

HIGHLIGHTS

People are quick to mention that K.r.m. Mooney 
was trained as a jeweler. In press releases, re-
views and exhibition texts, this detail is grasped 
onto as key to understanding work that defies 
categories, escapes medium specificity and en-
gages with its site. As though a connection to 
a profession outside of the fine arts could help 
explicate work that offers a quietly radical re-
thinking of our position in the world. Mooney’s 
exquisitely detailed sculptures exhibit masterful 
technical skill, but more importantly, they also 
demand a change in perspective. Diminutive cast 
metal objects attach to ceiling beams above eye 
level, while connected grey postindustrial parts 
rest on the floor in harm’s way. These strange yet 
familiar amalgams can resemble delicate living 
flora or suggest a cold, mechanical future, and 
often do both at once. 
In an interview with artist A.K. Burns, Mooney 
said, “I'm interested in how difference is more 
present than ever within human and non-human 
bodies: intersex fish or flowers as interspecies 
cyborgs.” In Mooney’s work, clarinet parts ref-
erence both physical tools and the intangible 
sensation of wind moving through the body, a 
silver-plated steel can paired with cast lavender 
contrasts the manmade and the organic, and steel 
wire and plated fragments of plants wrap around 
fluorescent lights. The Cartesian dualism of mind 
and body inherent in the work establishes a lan-
guage of diversity that introduces more questions 
than answers. Unexpected materials such as or-
ange peels, silver, cuttlebone, glass, aluminum 
and molasses become deliberate agents in the 
creation of these unstable positions. 
Space is also a material in Mooney’s work, and 
they frequently choose to exhibit in trans-spatial 
sites. Take their first solo exhibitions in Oak-
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Since it is impossible to say—in the work of K.r.m. Mooney just as in the world—where 
one thing ends and another begins, it seems appropriate to start by considering the 
structure that houses this exhibition. An ancient wooden shed, it was once a garage for 
the large Craftsman home it sits behind, built in 1906. Wide sliding barn-like doors open 
onto patched timber walls and a cracked concrete floor stained from years of dripping 
motor oil. Weeds sprout through some of the cracks and papery pink bougainvillea petals 
blow in from the garden. As a concession to the aesthetic formalities of the white cube, a 
pristine white rectangle of wall divides the front gallery from the storage area behind.

There are only two artworks on the checklist, though the exhibition—titled “Oscine”—
comprises many more parts. A case in point: the first work on the list, Accord, a chord (all 
works 2016), consists of two small box-like sculptures placed on the floor of the gallery. A 
diptych, if you like. Their dimensions reminded me of external hard drives or books—dic-
tionaries perhaps. Both allusions are pertinent. As with most of Mooney’s work, each is a 
combination of modified and crafted elements: in this instance, composite particle board, 
steel cable, and aluminum sheeting along with less prosaic items like a cast silver chan-
terelle mushroom and a silver-plated dog whistle. The work’s title points to the dynamic 
between harmony and individuation that informs Mooney’s choice of media.

Not on the checklist are several interventions around the space, most of which would be 
easy to miss if the gallerist, Ben Echeverria, did not point them out to you. It is hard to say 
which is more subtle: the tiny tangles of wire that Mooney found and removed from the 
site, sandblasting them to exaggerate their deteriorated appearance, then nailing them 
back onto the shed’s outside wall, as if they had never left, or the single stem of millet, 
pinned just beneath its seed head (identifiable because the plant is listed as a material 
for other works in the show). These additions feel like talismans of some kind—think of 
the first season of the TV series True Detective—though they seem intended for good 
rather than evil.

More substantial, though unassuming in a different way, is the aluminum-framed window 
that Mooney has fitted in place of the former wooden one. Its light-industrial styling off-
sets the rusticity of the space and of the natural elements in the exhibition. The indetermi-
nacy of the window, which is both an object unto itself and a mediator between the architecture, its location, and its contents, is analogous to Mooney’s 
sculptures’ interaction with their surroundings. Is the gap between the window and the wooden wall a part of the window? I would have to say yes. What 
about the light that is filtered through its glass? And what about the light when—as on my visit—the window is open?

The sculpture that shared its title with the exhibition, Oscine I, was to be found in the back of the gallery, past the white wall and wired to the wooden 
frame of an original window. Like many of Mooney’s works, including Accord, a chord, it is a repository for other things. In this case, a narrow frosted 
glass dish holds some more millet, a small cuttlebone, a piece of fishing line, a curling length of wire, and a silver-plated steel rod. (Mooney was a 
jeweler before exhibiting as an artist.) It contains other things, such as the daylight that falls through the glass and, at night, the sodium glare of a 
streetlamp. It also contains ideas: a set of loose relations between the former lives of these objects, their functions and symbolisms, and their compo-
sitional qualities. The work is a still-life arrangement just as it is a reliquary of charms.

Another kind of container is a library. As with every exhibition at Reserve Ames, a curator, artist, or writer has been invited to respond to the artist’s 
work with a collection of books. For Mooney’s exhibition, curator Anthony Huberman has assembled a concise library of six small-run publications, all 
with spare white jacket designs. A book about the little-known rings designed in 1972 by Dieter Roth sits alongside a reprinted essay by William H. Gass 
on the word “and.”(1)

Oscine is a taxonomic term for songbirds. It is appealing to think of these artworks as small creatures perching on a given structure, transmitting their 
unique calls in the hope of hearing a reply. The wires that arc over and around Mooney’s sculptures might just as well be antenna for improvised broad-
casting equipment. Or—given their mute self-possession, crackling with potential energy—for bombs.

—Jonathan Griffin

K.r.m Mooney, Oscine I, 2016.

K.r.m. Mooney’s “Oscine”

RESERVE AMES, Los Angeles
April 10–July 24, 2016
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San Francisco 
 
“Of Echo Systems” 
ALTMAN SIEGEL 
49 Geary Street, 4th Floor 
January 7–February 20 
 
 

An obstacle course provided by three floor-based works 

by K. r. m. Mooney makes traversing this show a tense 

endeavor. The delicacy and metallic hues of these mixed-

media pieces—which often feature steel cables, wires, 

trays, and bars—ensure difficulty in trying to distinguish 

them from the concrete floor. This anxiety sets the tone for 

the austere exhibition “Of Echo Systems,” which augments 

a concern for viewing predicated on a heightened 

sensitivity of one’s bodily parameters. For instance, Will 

Rogan’s Adam 2, 2016, is a mahogany clock with a playful 

anthropomorphic, smiling face. It clearly looks back to 

similar Dadaist contraptions, but perhaps also to our current 

awareness of the body’s internal chronometer.  
 

Yet for any holistic allusion, there is a lack of formal uniformity in the show. Take Shannon Ebner’s A SELF, 

2015, a seven-foot-tall silk-screened list. Its height is ultimately referential to the body—the way a Donald Judd 

stack sculpture would be—yet Ebner’s list is uneven, irregular, and linguistic instead of pure color and volume. 

Meanwhile, Ebner’s video Unrested Image, 2013, offers a close-up of a post-op FTM torso. The image flickers 

as we are faced with the shifting nature of what had been historically an assumed given. In the throes of a 

desperate pluralistic search for appropriate forms of concretizing the body in art, this exhibition is a subtle but 

incisive stab at all the possibilities of subjectivity in our age. 
— Andrianna Campbel 

!

View of “Of Echo Systems,” 2016. 
!
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Bad Reputation is a small, artistrun project space located in an anonymous prewar office building in Los
Angeles’s Westlake neighborhood. Run by artist Andreas Waris, Bad Reputation takes its name from the
title of Penny Arcade’s book on performance art, allegedly written in a seventhfloor office within the same
building (where Arcade’s publisher Semiotext[e] also rented its offices and provided studios to writers). This
past January, the gallery was supplanted by the Cologne Room, another offspace run by Waris, who
conceived of the gallerywithinagallery as a tribute to 1980s Cologne—this time, his strategic titling was
meant to evoke whiffs of the German city’s cosmopolitan cultural milieu. As a single site, Bad Reputation
and the Cologne Room formed a hybrid exhibition space predicated on superimposition: Halfway through
the threemonth run of K.r.m. Mooney’s solo exhibition at Bad Reputation, Susanne M. Winterling’s work
(and the Cologne Room conceit) was injected into the installation, where it stayed, parasitelike, for the
remainder of the show. Encountering Winterling by way of Mooney—or vice versa—required a fair amount
of sifting through the layers of Waris’s interventions. Nevertheless, Mooney’s work (itself unfettered by
effusive homage) offered strong formal assertions in its own right.

The spare exhibition comprised three simple sculptures arranged on the ground: Bimetal, Plurals (all works
2014), a small organiclooking assemblage of silverplated cast plants, and Joan Green, Bimetal I and Joan
Green, Bimetal II, two batonlike, multipart contraptions. The batons were each composed of plastic product
parts—aquariumheater elements, fluorescent lights, tubes, clamps, plugs, joints, and straps—that were
plated with metals, including copper, nickel, and silver, and garnished with a single lavender stem cast in
bimetal whose oxidized surface had it a taupe patina. Recalling weaponry, prostheses, and household
appliances at once, the objects seemed simultaneously divorced from function and begging for activation.
Bimetal, Plurals, on the other hand, modestly referenced actual flora, though its recognizable cast plant
forms—lavender and foxtail—appeared to be drained of color and frozen in time. As objects and material
explorations, the sculptures bear something of the understated radicalism of early Richard Tuttle, but
instead of stripping 1960s Minimalist formalism to its conceptual underpinnings, Mooney offered odd,
abstract assemblages whose parts were stripped from postindustrial products. When Winterling’s three
works entered the space at the end of January, Joan Green, Bimetal 1 and Bimetal, Plurals remained on
view, engendering a dialogue around presence and absence.

On an adjacent wall, looming over the sculptures, Winterling’s Streetbodies, 2015—a fourteenfoot span of
mirrorlike black acrylic paneling, the length of which the artist scratched with a diamond ring—reflected the
surrounding space, casting back views of the LA cityscape visible from the gallery’s three walls of windows.

K.r.m. Mooney
BAD REPUTATION

View of “K.r.m. Mooney,” 2014–15. Background:
Joan Green, Bimetal I, 2014. Foreground, from
left: Bimetal, Plurals, 2014; Joan Green, Bimetal II,
2014.
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A semiabstract photocollage and a deepblue Cprint echoed the work’s formal qualities of reflection and
flatness, and monochromaticity. Like the cold, flat surfaces of iPads, the material quality of Winterling’s
works spoke to the technological ambiguity of Mooney’s sculptures. Yet, as exemplified by this twoperson
show, the relationship between the two artists ultimately felt unresolved. As a curatorial strategy, the logic
of the Cologne Room became an imposition replete with superfluous historical and cultural references that
detracted from the work itself. Mooney’s sculpture would be better served by a space that allows for its own
present tense.

—Catherine Taft
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Wattis Institute // K.r.m. Mooney
August 11, 2015

J. D. McMillan

K.r.m. Mooney’s solo show En, Set. at The Wattis Institue consists of eight sculptures—six on the floor, one in the wall and one
in the overhead lights—where readymade and fabricated materials mix together into strange, otherworldly hybrids. Made
from steel cables, electrical conduit, grafting ribbon, key rings, keys, casts of plants, a pet door and more, the sculptures do
not move but somehow feel alive, more like sensing organisms frozen in time than static sculptures. Throughout the
materials feel in a state of transition and exchange, touching and responding to each each other and the surroundings as if
they are inhabiting the space. Subtle and concise, the installation succeeds beautifully by creating an environment where
forms feel fluid, unfixed and evolving.
 

Collinear Flute, 2015. Electrical conduit, steel, grafting ribbon, silver-plated organic compound casts and clarinet keys.
Courtesy CCA Wattis Institute. Photo by Johnna Arnold. 
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Wattis Institute // K.r.m. Mooney : En, Set
August 5, 2015

Wattis Institute // K.r.m. Mooney : En, Set = An absolutely stunning solo show of sculptures, easily the best thing I’ve seen in
the Bay Area this year. Mooney has transformed the back portion of the Wattis with a ring of fluorescent lights with a group of
works coexisting on it, and worked with it as is, laying works on the gallery's rough, stained concrete. The walls were mostly
bare save for a small escape hatch of sorts, a pet door whose odd metal construction and exposed workings sit very
comfortably within the style of the other objects here. There is a mixture of fine crafts here, not at the service of virtuosity but
for the purpose of highlighting the collection of materials gathered for each work, each a tied, strapped, bolted jumble of the
precious and the specific.
 
Above on the light small shoots of silvered plant jutted out here and there as if adapted to their home. Everything was still,
quiet, though one or two of the wires holding the halo of lights was somewhat slack, and in the stream of air conditioning
flowing in on the summer day I went, one vibrated like a string on an upright bass. En, Set is a space where new relationships
were constantly in negotiation; this cable slacking in its load-bearing responsibility to dance felt fitting.
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FEATURED ARTIST: K.r.m. Mooney 

Trained as a jeweler, Oakland-based artist K.r.m. Mooney is interested in the porous materiality of 
objects, bodies and spaces. Through a sequence of abstract object-based networks, the artist 
incorporates the materials of previously organized systems - electrical conduit, clarinet keys, metal alloys- 
and mobile agents such as moisture, plant life, chemicals and elemental compounds. 

Mooney asserts sculpture’s capacity as assemblage in the chemical sense: the works push forward the 
alchemical properties of materials by conceiving of them as migrants, fluid and unordered forms that pass 
through, inside, around and near each other, thereby becoming of each other. In that way, they perform 
acts of attachment in the physical, chemical, sculptural, architectural, and affective senses of the term. 

K.r.m. Mooney (b. 1990, Seattle) lives and works in Oakland, CA and has a current solo exhibition titled 
En, Set at The CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts curated by Anthony Huberman. Recent solo 
and forthcoming group exhibitions include Hester in New York and The Power Station in Dallas, Texas. 

K.r.m. Mooney,  Colinear Flute, 2015. Electrical conduit, steel, grafting ribbon, silver plated organic 
compound casts, clarinet keys.  56 x 32 x 3 inches. Courtesy the artist and the CCA Wattis Institute for 
Contemporary Arts, San Francisco. Photo: Joanna Arnold. 

www.sculpture-center.org  
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K.r.m. Mooney : En, Set @ the Wattis Institute
July 28, 2015

Jackie Im

 
The first thing to do when coming to see En, Set is to take a breath, pocket your phone and take a look around. Shift your gaze
from the walls and look to the floor and the ceiling. Since Anthony Huberman took the helm in the Fall of 2014, the exhibitions
at the Wattis Institute have been an exercise in patient art viewing, in approaching the artwork on its own terms. For their first
institutional solo presentation, Oakland-based artist K.r.m. Mooney extends that sensibility with a collection of restrained and
thoughtful works.
 
The title, En, Set, is the name of a pneumatic tool used in engraving and stone setting and the act of setting, of placing a
material within or around another material runs through the exhibition. Mooney is trained as a jeweler and that craft is
evident in the work. There is no obvious flash, nor rare gems or metals, rather the craft lies in fine details of a cast foxtail and
the potency of each component. In these works the disparate materials become entwined with each other and, in a way,
engrossed with each other. Casts of lavender, citrus skin and foxtail embed and attach themselves to a silver-plated steel can
(Salt Bath, Sulfur Crown I, 2015) and to fluorescent light fixtures (Taxis Commons, 2015), becoming this other thing, not quite
of nature, not wholly man-made. The material porousness of Mooney’s work creates a sense of possibility that perhaps we
are not as self-contained as we’d like to believe ourselves to be.
 
Spending time with the exhibition, I thought of the works as groupings of materials that have become attracted to each other,
that have found kinship with each other. That an electrical conduit and fluorescent bulb might become entangled with vinyl
grafting ribbon and compounded with other materials complicates the individual parts, bucking their normative roles, letting
themselves ooze out of their prescribed “usefulness” and into something much more unpredictable. It is these points of
contact that seem to be the crux of the show. The shared surface areas where materials come in contact with each other—the
soldered joints, the hooks, the loops—are not just points of connection, but also allow for a more permeable identity: a conduit
no longer is simply a conduit, a light bulb becomes something other than a light bulb.
 
With these different modes of connection between the objects in the gallery they (the objects) almost seem indifferent to the
viewer. Nearly all of the works are placed on the floor or below the knee asking the viewer to come down to them. It requires
the viewer to pause and reorient themselves both physically and mentally, to come to them on their own terms. It’s a slower
kind of looking and in a way, through that act you too may become engrossed and entwined.
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San Francisco 

“Against Automatism” 
FUSED SPACE 
1401 16th Street 
July 9–September 5 

An astute visitor entering Fused Space—a two-year-old 
venue hosted by designer Yves Béhar and curated by 
dealer Jessica Silverman—might notice three small 
organic forms clinging to fluorescent lights like insects 
drawn to a glow. The tiny delicate structures are cast-
bronze lavender stems patinated with iron by K.r.m. 
Mooney, one of seven artists in this visually eclectic group 
show of works loosely united by a focus on the intersection 
of the human body and the industrial world. 

Like Mooney, Jason Benson combines natural and mass-
produced materials—snail shells, cardboard, and plastic 
twist ties, for example—in his three resin collage lamps that 
conjure the somatic grotesque. Hanging at the artist’s ear height, three delicate shells painted in pastel 
colors by Alex Dordoy, all titled Sleepwalker, 2015, are an exquisite foil to Benson’s messiness. Thomas 
Wachholz’s abstractions also engage with unconventional materials: Scribbles evocative of Cy Twombly 
are actually residue from striking matches on phosphorus-coated wood panels. Nearby, the frenzied 
diagrams of a manic creative mind bring together skeleton reptilian heads, springs, screws, and gears in 
Abu Bakarr Mansaray’s large fantastical drawing Hell, 2015. Sydney Shen’s sensuous “F-Hole” series, 
2015, an homage to Man Ray, and Paul Kos’s “Emboss” photographs, 1995, share a droll sexuality. Shen 
pairs F-holes cut from suede with Internet-sourced images of objects like a lamp and a martini glass, 
while Kos’s life-size black-and-white prints depict nude women, their backsides bearing the pattern of 
adjacent chairs. This desire to grant commonplace items greater significance resonates throughout. 

— Jeanne Gerrity 
 

View of “Against Automatism,” 2015. 
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Be careful where you walk — parts grow out of 
other parts, shapes reach out and spread toward 
other shapes, objects are tuned to other objects, 
and substances appear and reappear like weeds. 
Most of these works are made of metal, but they 
contain an agency usually reserved for sentient 
beings, prodding and sensing their environment 
the way a bacterium might explore its host.
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K. r.m. Mooney has titled this exhibition En, Set.
Strictly speaking, an en-set is a pneumatic tool 
used in engraving and stone setting. More loosely, 
“en” is a prefix — a fragment that can lodge itself 
inside of other words and move them around with 
altered or adjusted meanings: encircle, engage, 
encompass, entrap, encase. Jewelers might use 
the second term, when they “set” a stone to situate 
it in a specific location within another material. 
As an exhibition title, En, Set announces a series 
of abstract attachments : a setting where material 
fragments will fit within each other and form 
something else.

http://www.howjsay.com/index.php?word=setting&submit=Submit


En, Set

K. r .m . Mooney
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Proximity is messy. Separate elements, whether 
natural or cultural, just don’t quietly sit next to 
each other. Instead, they coalesce in a process of 
alignment, attachment, and migration, giving rise 
to emergent properties that exceed the sum of any 
parts. Regardless of what you might think, one plus 
one never equals two.
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In quantum terms, this is known as entanglement, 
and in ontological terms, as difference, and it is 
the way we have come to describe the nature of all 
systems. It has complicated the mechanistic notion 
of cause-and-effect, since it inserts a fundamental 
contingency within the fabric of any relationship. 
In this sense, even machines don’t only do what 
we think they do, but are more like bodies or 
ecosystems — habitats where certain actions are 
possible and where materials infect and invade 
each other and their environment. The hard part 
lies is deciding where matter stops and where its 
environment begins.

http://www.wired.com/2014/10/astrophysics-interstellar-black-hole/
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K. r.m. Mooney points toward the porousness of 
those boundaries. More specifically, the artist is 
interested in what happens when objects, bodies, 
and spaces intersect: that place where bits of matter 
pass through, inside, around, and near each other, 
thereby becoming of each other. 

In Mooney’s studio are several books by feminist 
theorist Karen Barad. “Bodies,” one underlined 
passage goes, “are not situated in the world, they 
are part of the world.” The distinction may seem 
subtle, but when it sinks in, it neutralizes any 
distance that separates humans from any animal, 
object, or subatomic particle that makes the world 
what it is — all are contaminated by the others.

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2013/higgs-lecture.pdf
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Trained as a jeweler, Mooney imagines the way 
objects come into contact with bodies but considers 
questions a jeweler might not ask: Do steel, 
plants, floors, rhythms, circles, salt, minimalism, 
airflow, vulnerability, limbs, and foxtails all 
want something from each other? How do they 
impose on each other, but also belong together and 
even learn to coexist? The very notion of identity 
becomes impossible to track — all that’s left are 
possible actions, kinships, and affinities.
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Take, for example, a piece of electrical conduit. 
It’s a classic postindustrial material: composed 
of repeating units of vinyl chloride (C2H3Cl), it 
forms a strong synthetic resin that is cheap and 
reliable. Then, say, loop some vinyl grafting ribbon 
around it, hook it onto a flat strip of steel, tie a 
silver-plated cast of a lavender branch to it, attach 
clarinet keys to it, and place it on a concrete floor. 
The resulting complex metal alloy is an expanded 
sense: a mixture of atoms that share enough 
properties to allow them to be brought together 
but that generate others that are unpredictable and 
normatively unintelligible. 

https://www.mathesongas.com/pdfs/msds/MAT24940.pdf
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Finally, insert it into a space (a.k.a.: light, heat, 
moisture, architecture, politics) and show it to an 
audience (a.k.a.: bodies, subjectivities, 
ideologies), which will trigger yet another series 
of potential transformations. By the end, that 
piece of electrical conduit will have crossed so 
many microscopic and macroscopic boundaries 
that it’s difficult to determine what it means to 
even call it a piece of electrical conduit in the first 
place.

https://en.wikipedia.org/?title=Internet
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Mooney calls this piece Collinear Flute (2015) 
and imagines it as the abstract and entangled 
offspring of an instrument and a tool. It appears 
alongside a range of other sculptures and 
architectural interventions. Taxis Commons 
(2015) inserts itself within the exhibition’s 
lighting fixtures: steel wire and plated bits of 
organic compounds are discreetly wrapped around 
fluorescent tubes, like organisms feeding off the 
stimulus of artificial light. Resembling fragile 
tentacles spreading outwards, Circadian Tackle 
(2015) and Circadian Tackle II (2015) are made 
of a series of steel cables and binding wire looped 
around silver-plated keychains, with fragments 
of organic compound casts and liver of sulfur, a 
material used by metalworkers to create patina. 
Parts of keys reappear elsewhere in Circadian 
Tackle III (2015), a disassembled electromagnetic 
lock, and in Architecture for Those of the Mud and 
of the Sky (2015), a high-performance pet door 
the artist has inset into a gallery wall and covered 
with a metal panel, with a silver-plated key 
fragment emerging from its lock.
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Tying many of these seemingly disparate elements 
is a materialization of entrance- and exit-
points — different types of contact zones and 
throughways between materials. Keys, locks, 
and doors are the most literal examples, but the 
same logic applies to the abstract ways different 
compounds move in and out of objects and 
architectural spaces. The works on view are here 
and elsewhere at the same time, their location not 
tied to a fixed position.
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 “Abstractions,” the philosopher Donna Haraway 
tells us, “are built in order to be able to break down 
so that richer and more responsive invention, 
speculation, and proposing — worlding — can go 
on.” Mooney feeds and cares for abstractions, 
while making sure all of them stay in a suspended 
state and are fragile enough to dissolve.
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These artworks are small, slow, and spread out. 
They are installed either below our knees or above 
our heads, and they organize the bodies of their 
viewers the way a mug organizes a hand. But more 
than anything, these artworks are like sleeper cells: 
dormant but always alert in their capacity to act. 

#

Anthony Huberman
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K.r.m. Mooney (b. 1990, Seattle) lives and works in 
Oakland and has presented solo exhibitions at Hester 
in New York (2015), Bad Reputation in Los Angeles 
(2014), n/a in Oakland (2014), and Important Projects 
in Oakland (2013). Mooney received a BFA in  
jewelry / metal arts from CCA in 2012. 

K.r.m. Mooney: En, Set is on view at CCA Wattis 
Institute for Contemporary Arts, in San Francisco,  
from June 25 to August 1, 2015. It is curated by  
Anthony Huberman, Director and Chief Curator  
at CCA Wattis Institute.

The CCA Wattis Institute program is generously 
supported by the Andy Warhol Foundation for the 
Visual Arts, Grants for the Arts / San Francisco 
Hotel Tax Fund, and the Phyllis C. Wattis 
Foundation; by CCA Director's Fund contributors 
Patricia W. Fitzpatrick, Judy and Bill Timken, Chara 
Schreyer, Ruth and Alan Stein, Robin Wright and Ian 
Reeves, Laura Brugger and Ross Sappenfield; and 
by CCA Curator's Forum. Phyllis C. Wattis was the 
generous founding patron. 

\~) The Wattis Institute


